
WRITING EXERCISE TO ILLUMINATE THE INNER
CONFLICT- developed by Maya Kollman

1. The role I had in my family was…

2. The traits and behaviors I developed to play this role were…

3. The parent this was like is…

4. The positive traits and behaviors I lost to play this role are…

5. These traits were expressed most by my…

6. So inside of me is an open box of often used colors with names like ( go to 2)

7. Also inside of me is an unopened box of seldom-used colors with names like
(go to 4)

8. Whenever I feel unsafe or challenged in some way I can only use (go to 2) and
have no ability to express (go to 4)

9. I feel great conflict about expressing (go to 4) because I would:
a. lose the role in my family which was to be (go to #1)
b. become like the parent who caused me difficulty, my (go to #5)
c. lose (go to #2), the traits I have always believed kept me safe
d. lose the energy of the familiar love dance that signifies love to me.

10. My inner conflict is that I don’t know the balanced place between (go to 2)
and (go to 4)

11. Because I do (go to 2) and don’t know how to do (go to 4) I will get in
relationship with someone who can do (go to 4) and can’t do (go to 2)

• We freeze each other into these positions
• These frozen positions create our core psychological, emotional, and energetic
struggle, and is our unconscious collusion/deal.

12. My inability to own and express (go to4) keeps me from being all of myself.

13. My innate drive for wholeness gets me in relationship with someone who has
(go to 4).

• This externalizes my inner conflict, puts it between the two of us so we can see
it,                          be in it and utilize it.

14. This is similar to my parent’s dynamic of…

15. What I really yearn for is…



HOW I CAN CONTRIBUTE TO RESOLVING IT

To loosen of my side of the deal I have to:

1. Unfreeze the image of myself that I can only be (go to 2).

2. Unfreeze the image of my partner that s/he can only be (go to 4).

3. And be open to the possibility that I can also be (go to 4).

4. And open to the possibility that my partner can also be (go to 2) moving us
both into a fuller expression of Self and aliveness and (go to 15).


